
Groundbreaking new cabaret from hit of Adelaide Fringe

The Hummingbird Effect is the name given to the idea that one moment of
inspiration leads to another which leads to another. It’s this idea that has formed
the basis for Deborah Brennan’s newest cabaret show.

Following on from her successful debut show A Case of You: The Music of Joni
Mitchell which toured the Australian and international fringe circuits over the
two years between 2016-17, Brennan will perform her new show

The Hummingbird Effect at the 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

The Hummingbird Effect is an enchanting solo show which tells the unlikely
true story of how a chance encounter with a stranger set in motion life changing
events. Featuring beautiful piano ballad covers of iconic artists including Pink
Floyd, Phil Collins, The Church and David Bowie, The Hummingbird Effect
promises to be a ‘down the rabbit hole’ kind of story. If you have ever been on
the verge of giving up your dreams, then you will love this tale of how the
smallest interaction between strangers can have the greatest impact on your life.

‘This  beautifully put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should
be’ Glam Adelaide★★★★★

‘So captivating is Deborah’s singing that at times it’s easy to overlook
just how magnificently she completely owns the piano she’s playing’
Adelaide Theatre Guide ★★★★★

‘Her story held the audience captive from the first moment until the
last... undoubtedly a talented artist’ Tulpa Magazine★★★★(★)

www.deborahbrennanmusic.com
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ten word blurb
Unlikely true story of a chance encounter setting in motion life changing
events.
twenty word blurb
Solo cabaret following the unlikely true story of a chance encounter with a
stranger that sets in motion life changing events.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Solo cabaret that tells the unlikely true story of a chance encounter with a
stranger that sets in motion life changing events. ‘This beautifully
put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should be’ *****
(GlamAdelaide.com.au). www.DeborahBrennanMusic.com
fringe web blurb
Intimate solo cabaret featuring Deborah Brennan as storyteller and
songstress. Enchanting show based on an unlikely true story of a chance
encounter with a stranger that sets in motion life-changing events. The
Hummingbird Effect is the name given to the idea that one moment of
inspiration leads to another which leads to another. It’s this idea that has
formed the basis for Deborah Brennan’s newest show.‘This beautifully
put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should be’ *****
(GlamAdelaide.com.au). ‘Brennan’s personal engagement with the music is
the fuel that powers the show and lights it up’ ****
(TheEdinburghReporter.co.uk).

author
author display

show website
company website

21:10
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C too, St Columba's by the Castle, Johnston Terrace, EH1 2PW, venue 4
Dates               2-27 Aug (not 14)
Time 21:10 (1hr00)
Ticket prices £8.50-£10.50 / concessions £6.50-£8.50 / under 18s £4.50-£6.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Deborah Brennan
at Caught and Spark Production on 07541 527 500 / deborah.brennan83@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Groundbreaking new cabaret from hit of Adelaide Fringe

The Hummingbird Effect is the name given to the idea that one moment of
inspiration leads to another which leads to another. It’s this idea that has formed
the basis for Deborah Brennan’s newest cabaret show.

Following on from her successful debut show A Case of You: The Music of Joni
Mitchell which toured the Australian and international fringe circuits over the
two years between 2016-17, Brennan will perform her new show

The Hummingbird Effect at the 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

The Hummingbird Effect is an enchanting solo show which tells the unlikely
true story of how a chance encounter with a stranger set in motion life changing
events. Featuring beautiful piano ballad covers of iconic artists including Pink
Floyd, Phil Collins, The Church and David Bowie, The Hummingbird Effect
promises to be a ‘down the rabbit hole’ kind of story. If you have ever been on
the verge of giving up your dreams, then you will love this tale of how the
smallest interaction between strangers can have the greatest impact on your life.

‘This  beautifully put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should
be’ Glam Adelaide★★★★★

‘So captivating is Deborah’s singing that at times it’s easy to overlook
just how magnificently she completely owns the piano she’s playing’
Adelaide Theatre Guide ★★★★★

‘Her story held the audience captive from the first moment until the
last... undoubtedly a talented artist’ Tulpa Magazine★★★★(★)

www.deborahbrennanmusic.com
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Groundbreaking new cabaret from hit of Adelaide Fringe

The Hummingbird Effect is the name given to the idea that one moment of
inspiration leads to another which leads to another. It’s this idea that has
formed the basis for Deborah Brennan’s newest cabaret show.

"This beautifully put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should be." -
Glam Adelaide ★★★★★

Following on from her successful debut show A Case of You: The Music of Joni
Mitchell which toured the Australian and international fringe circuits over the
two years between 2016-17, Brennan will perform her new show The
Hummingbird Effect at the 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe in the C Too Church
as part of the C Venues program

The Hummingbird Effect is an enchanting solo show which tells the unlikely
true story of how a chance encounter with a stranger set in motion life
changing events. Featuring beautiful piano ballad covers of iconic artists
including Pink Floyd, Phil Collins, The Church and David Bowie, The
Hummingbird Effect promises to be a ‘down the rabbit hole’ kind of story. “If
you have ever been on the verge of giving up your dreams, then you will love
this tale of how the smallest interaction between strangers can have the
greatest impact on your life.”

"So captivating is Deborah’s singing that at times it’s easy to overlook just how
magnificently she completely owns the piano she’s playing" - Adelaide Theatre
Guide ★★★★★

"Her story held the audience captive from the first moment until the last...
undoubtedly a talented artist" - Tulpa Magazine ★★★★ 1/2
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The Hummingbird Effect is the name given to the idea that one moment of
inspiration leads to another which leads to another. It’s this idea that has
formed the basis for Deborah Brennan’s newest cabaret show.

"This beautifully put-together show is absolutely what cabaret should be." -
Glam Adelaide ★★★★★

Following on from her successful debut show A Case of You: The Music of Joni
Mitchell which toured the Australian and international fringe circuits over the
two years between 2016-17, Brennan will perform her new show The
Hummingbird Effect at the 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe in the C Too Church
as part of the C Venues program

The Hummingbird Effect is an enchanting solo show which tells the unlikely
true story of how a chance encounter with a stranger set in motion life
changing events. Featuring beautiful piano ballad covers of iconic artists
including Pink Floyd, Phil Collins, The Church and David Bowie, The
Hummingbird Effect promises to be a ‘down the rabbit hole’ kind of story. “If
you have ever been on the verge of giving up your dreams, then you will love
this tale of how the smallest interaction between strangers can have the
greatest impact on your life.”

"So captivating is Deborah’s singing that at times it’s easy to overlook just how
magnificently she completely owns the piano she’s playing" - Adelaide Theatre
Guide ★★★★★

"Her story held the audience captive from the first moment until the last...
undoubtedly a talented artist" - Tulpa Magazine ★★★★ 1/2
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